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Blue whales are the biggest animals of all. You’ll find one on pages 34 and 35.

Gardens are busy places. Pages 36 and 37 show you what might live there.

Pigs are just one of the animals you can see on pages 38 and 39.

Find out how a shingle-backed skink gets rid of enemies on pages 32 and 33.

Bright flame shrimps live on the Barrier Reef, on pages 30 and 31.

Tigers hunt in the thick jungles of India. Find out what else lives there on pages 28 and 29.

Snow leopards hunt in the highest places. Turn to pages 26 and 27 to find out where.

Starfish live on the seashore. Find out what else does on pages 24 and 25.

Squirrels are just one of the animals living in woods like the one on pages 22 and 23.

The huge African plains on pages 20 and 21 are home to fast-running cheetahs.
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Back in time

Long ago, part of North America probably looked like this. Animals called dinosaurs lived here.

There are 51 creatures for you to find in this picture. Can you spot them all?

Tyrannosaurus ate other dinosaurs. It was a ferocious hunter. Find three.

Alamosaurus lived on marshy land, munching plants. Find two.

Pteranodon flew on big wings of stretched-out skin. Find two others here.

Parasaurolophus had a curved, bony tube on its head. Can you spot three?

Struthiomimus looked a bit like an ostrich without feathers. Spot seven.

Pachycephalosaurus had a bony lump on its head for head-butting enemies. Can you find three?

Maiasaurs laid their eggs in nests. Find one Maiasaura.
**Deinosuchus**' name means "terrible crocodile". Spot two.

**Styracosaurus** had a bony collar around its neck. Find one.

**Ankylosaurus** swung its bony tail like a club. Find two.

**Quetzalcoatlus** was a pterosaur, or "flying lizard". It was as big as a small plane. Spot two.

**Stegosaurus** had bony plates along its back to protect it from enemies. Find two.

**Panoplosaurus** was covered with knobs and spikes. Find five.

**Anatosaurus** had a kind of beak instead of a mouth. Spot three.

**Corythosaurus** had a hollow, bony plate on its head. Spot four.

**Triceratops** looked fierce, but it spent its time eating. Find two.

**Dromaeosaurus** stabbed its enemies with its sharp claws. Spot six.
Conifer forests

Forests cover the top of North America and Canada. The trees in them are mainly conifer trees that keep their leaves all year. Not many people live there, but lots of animals do. Can you spot 80 animals in this picture?

Black bears are good at climbing trees. Even the cubs can do it. Find four bears.

Snowshoe hares have furry feet to run in the deep snow in winter. Spot six hares.

Lynxes’ beautiful coats blend with the shadows. Can you find three lynxes?

Spruce grouse only eat leaves and buds from spruce trees. Can you find four grouse?

Wolverines are also known as “gluttons”. This means greedy people. Find three.

North American martens are fast and fierce hunters. Find three martens.

Chipmunks eat all summer, and sleep all winter. Find eight.

Northern shrikes spend all day feeding their babies. Find two.
Long-eared owls have two feathery tufts on their heads. Find four.

Beavers can cut down trees with their sharp teeth. Spot eight beavers.

Crossbills have hooked beaks to dig seeds out of fir cones. Find two.

Moose can wade through water with their long, thin legs. Find six moose.

Fishers attack porcupines. They bite their soft tummies. Spot four fishers.

Brown bears teach their cubs what to eat. Find two and a cub.

Flying squirrels can glide between trees. Spot five squirrels.

Pumas are also called mountain lions or cougars. Spot three.

Ospreys swoop into water to catch fish. Find three.

Porcupines are covered in spikes called quills. Spot three.

Mink slink along looking for voles and insects to eat. Can you find three mink?
Steamy swamps

Swamps are so wet you can’t tell what is land and what is water. Many animals live in these watery worlds.

Green tree frogs have suckers on their feet to climb slimy branches. Find eight frogs.

Otters can even eat fish while swimming on their backs. Spot six.

Snail kites only like eating one kind of snail. Can you find two snail kites?

Zebra butterfly. Spot four.

Fisher spiders eat insects clinging to the bottom of plant stems. Spot one.

Gallinules are shy. They hide from enemies in the grass. Find four gallinules.

Gambusia fish eat mosquito eggs. There are plenty in the swamp. Find eight fish.

Bullfrog. Find three.